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Tennessee ABC Agents
Enforcing Liquor Laws

a, red

Agents Rhea and Stanley revealed that their principal task will be
a constant war against the heavy
shipments of out-of-state liquor into Tennessee, primary from Kentucky and Missouri. They also will
operate against illegal whisky stills
and the illegal sale of whisky in
dry counties (Obion and Weakley).
The state collects $2.50 in taxes
on every gallon of whisky legally
sold in Tennessee, the agents ex-
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Two enforcement agents of the state Alcoholic
Beverage Commission arrived in Union City quietly
last week and already have begun their duties in the Volume Thirty-four
Northwest Tennessee area.
ABC Agents Robert E. Rhea, a
native of Greenville, and Charles
L. Stanley of McMinnville are making their headquarters in an office
southeast of the courthouse and
just across the alley, east of WhiteRanson Funeral Home. From this
base they will operate in four
counties—Obion, Lake, Weakley
and Dyer.
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TWO SECTIONS

plained. Whiskey brought into Tennessee from other states and sold
there means a loss of revenue for
the state. This will be the major
target of the ABC office in Northwest Tennessee.
While the agents pointed out that
bringing any amount of out-of-state
liquor into Tennessee is a violation of state law, the local agents
are expected to be mainly interested in liquor imported in quantity
and aimed at resale in the state.
The agents also pointed out that
Tennessee law permits the state to
sieze any motor vehicle in which
liquor without Tennessee tax
stamps is being transported. In
practice, however, the seizure of
such vehicles usually takes place
only when a sizeable amount of
liquor is involved.

Number 30
Princess Rita Is First Member of TAT

Mrs. Campbell Wins
Handicap Tournament
Mrs. J. E. Campbell won the Ladies Handicap Tournament played
at the Fulton Country Club lad
Thursday and Friday. Mrs. Jasper
Voweil placed second.
In third place was Mrs. James
Green, and Mrs. George Winter
and Mrs. Max McDade tied ihr
fourth.
Others participating were Mrs,
Ward Bushart, Nancy Bushart,
Mrs. Bob Binford, Mrs. Joe 'Trees,
Mrs. Wick Smith,-and Mrs. Gilbert
DeMyer.

Planning Commission, Citizens Group
Recommend Urban RenewalPlan Study
Members of the Fluke Planning
Commission and the Citizens Advisory Committee at a public joint
meeting at the City Hall Tuesday
night unanimously approved a
recommendation that the city commission apply for a federal pant
to begin planning for a projected
urban renewal project in the Missionary Bottom section of northern
Fulton.
The meeting was called in an
attempt to determine public opinion
concerning proposals for urban renewaL

Bob Anderson
Awarded Grant
By Foundation
Bob Andersoes sea of Mrs. Mildred Aidersett, has besot awarded
Wes+
of
Chunk
We wlll be a junior at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
thht fafl and is majoring in organ.
graat is based on scholarship
and roesslanseadiatioas from school
officials and lead rectors of the
Episcopal Church.
The grant, which be has held
dam he was a freshmen, was increased $200 this year.
Ii addition, be has been awarded
OW by the student organisation of
the Episcopal Church in Ann Arbor.

Such projects are designed to provide adequate housing for people
living in sub-standard units and to
rejuvenate decayed sections of
cities. It involves the clearing of
blighted areas through government
action and their redevelopment by
private enterprise. Most of the
cost is payed by the federal government.
The group present at the meeting
agreed that the Missionary Bottom
area is seriously decayed and much
of it badly needs to be redeveloped.
There was complete agreement
that urban renewal could provide
the seintlon to the longstanding proIt was pointed out that the U. S.
Housing and Home Finance Agency
office in Atlanta has certified that
Fulton meets prelimiaary requirements Ow federal allehrtance on
such a project.
While urban renewal was accepted in priseipal, it was felt that
mom study
its- application to
was needed be,definite decisions could
be sada
City Manager Rollin Shaw noted

Annual Farm Bureau Picnic
Expected To Draw Big Crowd

About 800 Farm Bureau, 4-H, and
FFA members, and guests are expected to attend the annual Farm
Bureau picnic Wednesday at the
Union Presbyterian Church about
three miles from Fulton between
the Middle Road and Highway 94.
Livestock shows will be held in
the morning beginning at 10, a barbeque lunch will be served at 11:30,
and a style show will start at 12:30.
There will also be handicraft, electrical, woodworking, food, and canning exhibits which will be open all
Paul Westpbeling, publisher of day.
the News, has been reappointed
by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt to the
Kentucky Economic Development
Commission lei a term ending July
1 of next year.
He was ftrst appointed five years
Revival services will be held at
ago by former Gov. Bert T. Combs.
commission the Mt. Zion Cumberland PresbyThe
21-member
works in an advisory capacity with terian Church August 1-9. The
Breathitt and Commissioner of church is located on Highway 1529
Commerce Katherine Peden, in near Water Valley.
Rev. J. C. Womack, pa - tor of
Kentucky's expanded effort to secure more industry. It serves with- the Sturgis, Ky, Cumberland Presbyterian Church will serve as
out pay.
Other memhers from Western evangelist. Rev. Womack is a gradgentlicky are L. B. Davis, Owens- uate of Bethel College at McKenzie, Tenn.
boro; Mark E. Eastlin, Jr., MadiJ. C. Jackson, of the Crutchfield
sonville; J. R. Miller, Owensboro;
community,
will serve as song
0.
Paducah;
K.
and
Frank Paxton,
leader during the revival services,
Cayce, Jr., Hopkinsville.
which will be held daily at 10 a. m.
Miss Peden, Commissioner of
Labor Carl Cabe, and Commissioner of Agrieldture Wendell Butler
are also thimihers.

Paul We,stpheling
Reappointed To
Industrial Board

PAUL WESTPHILING

that the city does not have adequately trained petsonnel to undertake such planning on its own, and
explained that federal grants are
available for the hiring of a professional planner to study the Fulton situation and prepare a master
plan for use if the city decides to
undertake the renewal project. The
study would not obligate the city
to go into reaewal.
A master plan is necessary to determine which dwellings are substandard, how the land should be
redeveloped, and how various problems involved could be handled.
Sub-standard housing is the term
applied to dwellings which because
of structural defects or seriously
inadequate facilities are considered
u.nfit for human habitation.
Shaw pointed out that a recent
survey of living conditions in
Bottom showed of 111 dwellings
Missionary Bottom 741 wen pesky
inadequate and 11 awe tidy feda..
Only 27 of the Ile units in the area
were rated an good. The term
"abseils" was fee* used by boa
residents of the area and other
(Contansed on page MOO

By Wayne Anderson
Second in a Series
When two groups of people get
together for a ballgame and then
discover that one side knows only
the rules of baseball and the other
only those of softball the results
can be quite frustrating if not actually annoying.
Society, like a ballgame, has
rules that must be followed if it is
to operate smoothly. Each person
must know how to act toward
everyone else, and how to react to
them as well. And, as in a ballgame, when the rules are not followed confusion is the natural result.
It is often said that basically all
people everywhere are really pretty much alike. That is quite true,
but societies everywhere are nrit,
as I found out on a recent trip to

About 30 beef cattle and 30 dairy
cows are expected to be entered in
the livestock show, according as
Fulton County Agent John Watts.
Mrs. Anna Thompson, county home
demonstration lgent, will be in
charge of the style review. Seventy
to eighty girls are expected to participate.
The Farm Bureau will serve a
complete barbecue picnic lunch to
its members and those of the 4-H
Clubs and the FFA. Guests are invited, and tickets will be available
at the picnic for one dollar (fifty
cents for children).
The overall planning for the picnic is being handled by Harold
Pea/id, Bureau president; Howard
Rondurant, viee Ilresident; and
Reginald Wifilamion,
The annual /arm Bereau picnic
was first held abouLthirty years
ago. It is probably one of the oldest continuous ones in-the country,
Watts said.

Who but Princess Rita Wilson should receive the first
honorary membership in TAT. Shown here presenting
the first membership card to Banana Festival Princess
Rita Wilson is Rodney Foster, president of the Senior
Class at Fulion High. Looking on at the presentation
ceremonies on the Avenue of the Americas are Mrs.Sue
Hurt, chairman of the TAT activity and Craig Simrell.
president of the Senior Class at South Fulton High.
MACHINE BOUGHT
The South Fulton City Commission in a special session last week
awarded a contract for a new 19total accounting machine at a price
of $7,300.
Visit Local Stores First

•

•

Tn-America Teens To
Help Operation Amigo

They're going to call themselves
TAT .
and they'll be just that . .
Tri-America Teens to support ,the
Operation Amigo project when
some 27 students come to the twin
Fulton High majorettes Brenda cities for two weeks during the upMcBride, Judy Merryman, Julie coming Banana Festival in the
Powell, Susan Bard, and Gail Bus- Fall.
hart, and drum major John Reed
Banding together as individuals,
are in Clarksville, Tenn., this week independent of any school activity,
for a twirling camp. They will re- high school students in the twin
turn Saturday.
cities will meet at the Fulton City

Housing Units For Elderly Considered

The Blue Birds will meet the
Ravens and the Robins will play
the Bob Whites today (Thursday)
in the last game of the season for
the Pony League of the girls' softball program.

The Fulton City Commission
Monday night approved payment
of $1,150 in transfer fees-for the old
post office building, which the city
is obtaining for use as a public library, and took the initial steps
toward the construction of housing
units for the elderly.
In other action the commission
approved an appropriation of 000
to the Banana Festival, as the
South Fulton commission has done,
passed an ordinance clarifying va-

cation and sick leave provisions for
city employees, and considered but
took no action on* a request for
sewage disposal from the Swift
plant, which is located just across
the state line in South Fulton.
The payments for the old post
office building include a $750 appraisal fee and $400 in administrative costs. Federal red tape is still
delaying delivery of the deed, it
was pointed out.
The city has a committment from

the Kentucky Library Board to
equip and maintain the facilities
for a two-year demonstration period.
Richard Myatt, executive director
of the Fulton Municipal Housing
Commission, presented plans for
new housing units that, if approved,
will be built for pea-sons over a certain age and with a specific limited
Income.
City Attorney James Warren was
(Continued on Page Four)

Mexico.
The Mexican peasants are a
colorful people. The men usually
wear panama hats, very baggy
dark pants, light shirts, and
bare feet. The women usually have
full dresses reaching almost to
their ankles, have long hair, and
wrap long shawls around their
shoulders. And if they have a baby
he is very conveniently cradled in
the front folds of the shawl.
This peasant class is almost unbelievably poor. I have never seen
anything approaching it in this
country. But poverty is a relative
thing. Since they make up the vast
majority of the population they
have little realization of just how
bad their condition is. It is the
only one they really know, and they
setept it as normal.
At one of the many ancient In-

Watt cities we saw, some children
were trying to sell us some replicas
of relies found by archeologists.
With one my bargaining had reached the point where there was only
a 16-cent difference between what
I was willing to offer and what
tie little girl was willing to accept.
We each stubbornly held our
ground until she noticed a box of
Kleenex in the car. Then we quickly concluded the sale for my price
plus one sheet of the Kleenex. It
was worth the 16 cents difference
to her. I've often speculated on
how many people have used it
since, and for what.
Another time in the same circumstances the children who had been
trying to sell us their home-made
replicas noticed a pineapple in the
car and the situation was instantly
reversed. They started trying to

buy the pineapple from us with
their replicas. They were much
more interested in getting food for
that night than in getting money
for food the next day.
Although Mexico was colonized
by Europeans as was the United
States, there were two important
differences. First, Mexico had a
very large and permanently-settled
Indian population in contrast to the
small and largely nomadic tribes of
the United States.
Second, the Spanish colonists
seldom brought families and very
often intermarried with the Indians, while intermarriage was almost unthinkable to the English to
the north.
Just as in the United States the
Indian cultures were virtually
wiped out by the Europeans.
The result in Mexico was a

country with a Latin culture, like
Spain, but with a predominantly
Indian population.
The natives were eventually enslaved by the small Spanish ruling
class, and even now, despite independence and personal freedom,
the vast Indian population is still
extremely poor and backward.
They are in a position similar to
that of former American slaves a
few decades after emancipation.
It is often hard for an American
to become adjusted to the workings
of such a society. In many situations the poor people react differently from what we are accustomed to. For the uninitiated # can
take days or weeks to gain the understanding it takes to become
really comfortable, especially when
he does not speak the language.
(Continued on papa aunt)

LAST GAME SET

Park on Thursday night of this
week to discuss fund-raising projects to finance the activities of
the Latin-American students when
they arrive here on September 19.
At the helm of the teen-age program is Mrs. Sue Hurt, of Fulton
who has been appointed by the
Banana Festival Board to organize
and put into motion several moneyraising plans to finance TAT.
Mrs. Hurt, an employee of FerryMorse Seed Company and the
mother of two grade school students has been meeting with high
school class officers to discuss vacation-time plans preparatory to
the students' arrival one week before the Banana Festival begins.
Working with Mrs. Hurt, coordinatorts for the Festival board
is Festival first vice-president Joe
Sanders. Mr. Sanders, Mrs. Hurt
and Festival president Mrs. Paul
Westpheling flew to Louisville 'Tuesday to appear before Partners For
The Alliance, a Kentucky organization which has been permitted by
the State Department in Washington to "adopt" the western portion
of Ecuador, which includes Quito
and Guayquil, the "Banana Capital
of the World."
At the Louisville meeting plans
will be discussed to have the twin
cities "adopt" Guayquil in Ecuador.
Enthusiasm for the TAT organization is running high. Displaying
deep interest in the Operation
Amigo program, and even treater
anticipation for the time when twin
city homes will host talented and
brilliant students from Central and
Latin-Ainerican countries Mrs.
Hurt said local students have already bombarded Festival headquarters with requests to have the
students in their homes.
(No Notebook this week)
I'm in a state of confusion, I am,
I am. Flew to Louisville with Joe
Sanders and Sue Hurt on Tuesday
to attend a meeting of Partners for
the Alliance. The results of the
meeting were so successful and so
exciting, even if I had time to
write all about it, T. C. (Rnotype
operator) would just about kill me
If I sent back such a story on press
day. He's a real god guy, but late
copy ain't his idea of fun after a
hectic day.

by

Fulton County's Expanded Library Program Is
Result of Personal Interest of Gov. Breathitt
Within the not too distance future a spanking brand new $7100
Bookmobile will be circulating in Fulton County in areas where library
service is not accessible to residents
who live in areas outside of Fulton
and Hickman. In addition to that the
library buildings at Fulton and Hickman will be refurnished with new
shelving and new educational equipment. Thousands of dollars of new
books will be purchased for both libraries and for the Bookmobile.
The projects are part of a twoyear demonstration library program
to be established in this county, yet
we find that except for a hand full of
interested parties, the public generally is not aware of the source of this
wind-fall of possibilities for library
users in this county.
We want to make it abundantly
clear that the demonstration library
program comes here, because Governor Edward T. Breathitt has a personal interest in our library program.
Governor Breathitt allocated $30,000.00 from his contigency fund to start
the demonstration library program
here, which contribution makes the
county eligible to receive another
$30,000.00 or more in the 1966-1968
Kentucky budget.
There are those, '(died-in-thewool-administration-opponents) who
are pretending they do not know
where the money is coming from to
finance the county library program.
While we know full well that these
opponents know better, it is a source
of irritation to many people to have
to listen to a lot of ridiculous questions about this fine library program
that is being made available to us because a sympathetic Governor extended his hand to help us.
For many months now the postoffice in Fulton has been suggested as
a public facility to house recreation
rooms, meeting rooms and a library.
The Federal government offered the
building to City of Fulton officials at
no cost (except for costs to close the
sale) provided the building would be
used for a library. It is a well known
fact that the City of Fulton could not
even accept the building free under
the Federal library program, much
less renovate it, maintain its operation and furnish the necessary equipment and books for a library.
But Governor Breathitt's grant
of $30,000.00 made the acquistion of
the Fulton postoffice possible, together with a Bookmobile and the same
emoluments to the library building in
Hickman.
In order that there will be no further confusion, or that some political
leaders continue to double-talk about
the wonderful library program we are
getting in Fulton and Hickman and
the rural areas, we are reprinting
here portions of a letter received by
EACH ISSUE OF THE NEWS Is completely recorded on microfilm at the University
of Kentucky library ass permanent and
historical record of the community and its
citizens. Microfilm NEWS files are complete from September 1945.
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Thursday, July 29, 1965

Goy. Edward T.ihiatliftt

By

Knowing of Fulton County's interest in improving library services,
and realizing that the Fiscal Court
cannot be expected to appropriate the
funds nececsary to qualify for help
from this department, we have included in our budget request for 19661968 funds for a two-year Demonstration for improved Library and Bookmobile services for Fulton County.
Such a Demonstraton • would depend
upon official acceptance of the project by the County Library Board and
other city and county officials, however.
Recently as a result of talks
which you (Fulton News Editor) have
had with the Governor, he has asked
for more information from us about
the possibility of our providing such
a Demonstration beginning July 1,
1965.
We are always anxious to extend
services; therefore we have informed
him that we should be glad to do all
we could in the coming fiscal year for
Fulton County, provided he would
make available the necessary funds
for such a Demonstration. We are
happy to report that he is willing to
do this.
We have a new Bookmobile
available, and we are trying to fill
it with some new books, so that service can begin as soon as possible. The
books cannot include a well balanced
collection, but they will be good ones.
This small collection, along with the
Bookmobile, can be delivered to Fulton County at any time after May 17.
Here is a suggested way of funds
to be expended:
First Year
One Bookmobile _
$7,100
Maintenance and operating
costs
600
(Not including insurance)
An initial collection of Bookmobile books --------5,500
(To be delivered later)
Bookmobile books, delivered
regularly thereafter
1,500
Books for Libraries in Fulton and
Hickman - to be delivered
regularly throughout
1965-66
8,000
•
One Bookmobile Librarian
3,600
One Person to help give
Library service in Fulton
Library 3,600
One Person to help give Library
service in Hickman
Library
3,600
Two film projectors
(For Fulton & Hickman) __ 800
Two record players (for Fulton
and Hickman) Records, use
of film circuit, magazine
subscriptions, paintings (for
both libraries)
500
2 Subscriptions to the American
Lending Library (a rotating
collection of current
books)
800
Shelving, etc.
2,000

Second Year
Total expenditure of
__
Total

$30,000
$67,100

Second - class postage paid at WA Commercial
Ave. Fulton, Kentucky, 431141 and at additional
mailing offices.
Successor of various moldy papers in Pullen
the first of which was founded be MK

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

this newspaper from State Librarian
Margaret Willis.

$37,100
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

STRICTLY BUSINESS y Whetters

Previously both libraries have
been operated on a hand to mouth existence. The librarians were paid
mere pittances and the finances to
purchase new books were almost nonexistent.
Don't you think that Governor
Breathitt deserves your thanks and
ours for his deep interest? A pat on
the back never hurt anybody ... let's
write Governor Breathitt today and
tell him we appreciate his help.

from income taxes and other
sources.
Kentucky's formal bid to provide
Besides this revenue gain accru
the site for the Federal Govern- ing to
the State, erection and operament's $260-million National Action of the laboratory would have a
the
in
now
celerator Laboratory is
stimulating effect on
hands of the Atomic Energy Com- educational system, Kentucky's
contributing
mission.
greatly to preparation of young
The State had until July 1 to sub- Kentuckians to compete in today's
mit its proposal. Spindletop Re- and tomorrow's complex and autosearch prepared Kentucky's pro- mated technology.
posal and listed 10 possible sites
Kentucky, as you know, is conbut recommended as best a 10,500- stantly striving to
increase its Inacre area centered at Clintonville, dustrial potential, the
numbers of
Bourbon County, about eight miles
jobs it offers, its general economy
east of Lexington.
and the state revenue it receives
Little more can be done now repersuading outside industries to
garding the formal bid but I do be- by
locate within its boundaries.
lieve that all the state can still help
If the accelerator laboratory is
by continually advocating selection
located In Kentucky, that fact alone
of a Kentucky site until decisive,
will show that the state has much
favorable action by the AEC. We
offer and will help certainly in
to
are competing with 29 other states
persuading privately-owned, new
for the laboratory.
and still-developing industries to
Kentucky has so much to gain
shop it as a future borne.
and, conversely, too much to lose,
Beneficial publicity would also be
by not carrying our campaign to
what we sincerely and earnestly given the state by location of the
accelerator here in that the facility
hope will be a successful conclu,.rould become a mecca for visiting
sion.
Pause just a moment to consider physicists and other scientists from
the benefits to be derived by our every country.
Besides the protessigleig scienstate from a favorable nod by the
AEC. First of all, there is the $300 tists, the staff of 2.0seaureaso needmillion cost of erecting the project. ed to operate the laboratory would
This carries the expectation that a Include engineers, techaiciass and
large part of the materials needed maintenance personnel. Vhiting renaturally would be purchased from search scientists would add to the
total.
Kentucky sources.
In urging continuation in every
Reports say it will take from six
way
possible of our effect to sell
to eight years to build the giant
atom-smashing research facility. Kentucky to the AEC as a site, I
Several
construction want to reassert that the accelerthousand
workers would be employed. It has ator will product no hazards whatbeen estimated that these workers, ever to the people in the area of its
many of them Kentuckians, will be operation.
The huge, modern facility, so impaid a total of $150 million.
In view of the increasing neces- portant to our Government and to
sity of more revenue with which the state chosen for its location
the State can do the things it wants will be the best of all neighbors,
to do and should do for its people— say those who know—with little or
in education, in health, in welfare, no noise, no odors, no radiation, no
highways and other fields—I di- constant freighting of materials in
rect the attention of all citizens to and out.
this fact:
The operation of the laboratory—
Honey produced from the blosits monetary outlay for salaries, soms of some
species of Asian
wages, services and supplies— rhododendro
n is poisonous to man,
would mean about $20 million more but bees
thrive on it, the National
a year to the State in new revenue Geographic
says.
Frankfort—

matertasately,

the safety esespaign didn't get elf the
greasdr

July V, 1945
Capt. Peter J. Trinca, veteran of
31 months service in general surgery in the European Theatre of
Operations, has arrived back in the
States. fi• is the husband of Mrs.
Jean Stahr Trinca of Fulton.
A tombstone, weighing approximately 200 pounds, fell on the leg
of Charles Fenwick July 23 at the
M. I. Boulkin Monument Works.
He was rushed to the Fulton Hospital for treatment and later removed to his home. Young Fenwick, 30, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Fenwick, is an employee of the
Fruit Dispatch Company here.
The Fulton post office has been
raised fro* second class to first
class by the U. St Postal Department. A first claufpost office must
have postal receipts totaling at
least $40,000 a year.

way attractions at Fairfield Park
here last week.
Fulton has been face to face with
a critical shortage of medical doctors since the war broke out and
has become so desperate that local
groups have appealed to the military authorities. Fulton lost Drs.
Ward Bushart, Glynn Bushart, J. C.
Hancock, Weaver and Trinca to the
armed forces; Drs. M. W. Haws
and Dr. George Craton have died,
and Dr. Henry at Crutchfield has
been laid up with a broken leg. The
result is that at his clinic Dr. D. L.
Jones is overburdened, and Dr.
R. L. Bushart is physically unable
to make regular calls as he used to
do. Every effort is being made to
obtain succor before something
serious occurs.
From Fulton Route 3: Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Hudson gave an ice
cream and chicken supper to Marion Jones Friday night. Miss Betty
Joe Hudson entertained with piano
music.

All elementary and high schools
In Fulton County will open next
Monday, July 30, according to J. C.
Lawson, coonty superintendent.
There will be one exception and
that is the Cayce colored school,
opening of which will be announced later.
The Fulton Elks Club, one of the
most charitable organizations in
this community, has subscribed
MOO to the Kentlgpalth
omis Association for Ole'
hand,
which is used to purchase and
operate a laboratory trailer equipped with modern facilities for con-.
ducting clinics among school children throughout the state. The
money contributed by the local club
was raised by sponsoring the mid-

From Austin Springs: Wess Jones
sold his farm the past week to Mr.
Mitchell of near Chestnut Glade.
We regret to lose Mr. and Mrs.
Jones as outstanding citizen,, but
welcome the Mitchells into our
midst.
From Crutchfield: Those enjoying a fish fry at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Cooper July 21
were: Mr. and Mrs. Arvil Green
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Elmore
Copeland and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Veatch, Mr. and Mrs
Pat Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Elliott and sons, Bob, Phillip and
Ed Sullivan.

Mrs. Pi
Karen Du

Telephone
Talk
BY
CURTIS MATHIS

Court Of Appeals Decision Does
Not Solve Education's Problems
The historic decision by the Kentucky Court of Appeals which requires all property to be assessed
at its full cash value has created a
great furor across the state. Despite repeated statements over the
years by many educational and political leaders that this was the
only "real" solution to the schools'
financial problems, no immediate
solution is in sight.
The greatest concern seems to
be on the part of the small property owner, who fears an immediate
drastic increase in the taxes he
must pay on his property. The
other major concern seems to be
on the part of educational leaders
as to the effect this decision will
have no plans fo reasing their financial plight during this coming
school term.
Governor Breathitt, in his statement deferring the planned call of
a special session of the General
Assembly, expressed his special
concern for the "small farm owner
and the small home owner" when
he assured them that "there will
not be an unfair, unjust imposition
of local taxes on the people.'
He went on to promise an all-out
effort to equalize assessments, and
urged all citizens to be "cautious"
in their reactions to the court's decision and the effect it will have on
schools until every possibility could
be carefully evaluated.
At the same time, a group of
leading educators, meeting in Louisville were expressing similar sentiments. These
representative
school administrators, school board
members, and classroom teachers
from each of the state's eleven educational districts recognized the
need to achieve "realistic adjustments in local property tax rates"
when the court-ordered new assessment practices become effective.
They also preached caution as they
expressed the hope that "all citizens would refrain from taking a
definite position on any of these
developments until full consideration can be given to the court's
action."
Dr. J. M. Dodson, executive secretary of the Kentucky Education

Association, expressed the viewpoint of most educators when he
called the court's mandage "the beginning of a new era in which we
can hold our heads high and work
proudly for the kind of quality
education the boys and girls of the
state deserve."
He also pointed out that KEA is
already on record in favor of a
"realistic" reduction in tax rates
when property is assessed at its
full cash value "so that no individual taxpayer will face a sudden,
tremendous increase in his property taxes next year."
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Dr. Harry Sparks,
calls the recent court decision "a
mandate to equalize the tax burden on local property owners." In
his view, no tax-levying group can
afford to "take advantage" of taxpayers. Rather, this is the finest
opportunity Kentuckians have ever
had to "really balance out the tax
load so that everyone will be carrying the same share regardless of
who he is or where be lives."
One of the obvious results of the
decision by the Court of Appeals
will be the increased freedom given
local tax-levying authorities to determine property tax rates. One of
the most influential of these groups
will be the local school board,
which translates the desires of the
community into a desirable school
program and can set the tax rate
at the level needed to finance this
program.
When asked about the attitudes
of local school boards toward the
court decision, Maurice Bement,
executive director of the Kentucky
School Boards Association, called
It "the most far-reaching mandate
for logical judgment ever given local school boards in managing a
school program."
"For years," he continued,
"school boards have been faced
with a difficult situation in which
they have tried to balance the
needs of the schools with falling
assessment ratio' and still come up
with an adequate school program.
Now, they should have the oppor(continued on Page Seven)
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Congratulations to the Tr -America Teens
Program of our Twin Cities
Teon-agers.

"Operation Amigo" will help our towns
get
more nation-wide recognition.

Help Your Favorite Teen-ager win
a Free trip
to see the Beatles In Chicago by
buyini tickets to
the "Amigo Dinner."

P. S. — We at Southern Bell
also believe
sion phones, Touch-Tone, Direct

in Exten-

Distance Dialing.

and bringing in the punched
card that came with
your recent phone bill.

.•
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Princess Rita Lends Support to TAT

OK

and

Dick, David, and Steve JOON,
Terry Dallas, and Gordon Jones
left Monday with a group of other
Boy Scouts from the Four Rivers
The Senior Citizens Club met at Council for a 19-day stay at the
the
in
Thursday
last
m.
2:30 p.
Philmont Scout Ranch in New Mexdining room of the First Methodist ico.
Church. Mrs. E. W. Hart presided.
After the devotional, which consisted of a song, scripture verses,
and prayer by George Bond, an informal discussion of business was
_held. Mrs. J. A. Hornbeak was requested to purchase some bookbinding tape, so that at the next Tuesday, Wednesday, July 27-28
meeting members can repair some
Double Feature
of the song books belonging to the
Starts at 8:22
church.
Doris Day - Cary Grant
picRobert
showed
Prof.
Barr
THAT TOUCH OF MINK
tures of his recent trip to Europe
then at 10:11
as director of the Murray State
Sandra Dee - Bobby Darrin
College Choir. He and Mrs. Barr
IF A MAN ANSWERS
chaperoned the eighty students who
went by jet to present their proThursday, Friday 29-30
gram in Paris, France, LuxemDouble Feature
bourg and Berlin, Germany, and
Starts at 8:22
London, England. He accompanied
James Darren - Candy Carol
the pictures with a very interesting
GIDGET GOES TO ROME
account of events.
and at 10:44
The group sang "Happy Birth- Jeffrey Hunter -.Barbara Perez
-day" te J. A. Norment and his
NO MAN IS AN ISLAND
birthday cake was served with a
Saturday 31 July
delicious drink at the social hour.
Three Features
Mrs. Jack Allen and Mrs. BenStarts at 8:22
reprenett Wheeler were hostesses,
Troy Donahue - Suzanne Pleshette
senting W. S. C. S. Circle No. 5.
A DISTANCE TRUMPET
and at 10:29
VISITS TERRYS
THREE STOOGES MEET
Richard Ivey Gerri" of West
HERCULES
Point, N. Y., has arrived to spend
at 12:29
then
about two weeks with his grandMarlon Brando
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
-UGLY AMERICAN
Terry. He will go on to Augusta,
Ga., where his brother, Col. RobSunday, Monday, August 1
ert H. Ivey has been transferred
Double Feature
to Fort Gordon.
Starts at 8:15
Elvis Presley - Shelley Fabares
TO SOUTH PACIFIC
GIRL HAPPY
Dudley Morris left Tuesday on a
and at 10:08
South Pacific trip that will include James Darren - Deborah Walley
Hawaii, Tahiti, New Zealand, and
GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN
Australia.
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LEAVE FOR RANCH

Senior Citizens
Have Club Meet

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR TOM

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS

YES, WE DO HAVE SOME BANANAS. or at least were going to have when the banana tree now
growing around the Avenue of the Americas starts producing. Meanwhile some enthusiastic people posed for a
photographer while plans were being made for the organizational meeting tonight (Thursday) of the Tri-America Teens. Enjoying the anticipation of the banana harvest and the Banana Festival are left to right: Rodney
Foster. Mrs. Sue Hurt and Craig Simrell. who are spear-heading the TAT organisation.and Banana Princess Rita
Wilson. home for a short visit to lend her support to the impressiva teen-age movement.
VISIT PAIR
New York World's Fair recently.
Mrs. Paul Rusinaky, the former the and iser husband live in EatonKaren Dublin of Futlon, visited the town, N. J.

Formerly at Arcade Beauty Shop
Is now associated with

JEWELL'S BEAUTY SHOP

Kentucky's Congress of Parents
and Teachers, meeting in Bowling
•Green, has proclaimed the third
week in September as "Educational
Television Week" for the state.
Parents and teachers throughout
the state will spearhead an effort
to inform the public of Kentucky's
ETV network plan according to
State PTA President Mrs. C. B.
McClaren.
"We intend to make every citizen
aware of the immense potential
this relatively new teaching aid
holds for the Kentucky community," Mrs. McClaren said. "ETV
has proven itself elsewhere, and it
is needed here."
The board of managers of the
state PTA decided on the ETV emphasis during the Annual Leader-

ORS

ship Conference held July 13, 14,
and 15 at Western State College in
Bowling Green.
Mrs. McClaren added that other
educational and civic groups will
be asked to join the campaign.
Over 20 such organizations have
endorsed plans for the Kentucky
network, including the state Chamber of Commerce, the Kentucky
Educational Association, and the
Kentucky School Boards Association.
Forty-two states nc-7 have educational television stations. Of these,
12 have state ETV networks, 8 of
which are in the Soup.
Kentucky's plan calls for an 11station network to reach every
school and home in Kentucky.
Schools would participate in the
network free of charge.

ER MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHARISES RETURN
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Pharis, Mrs.
Guynelle Howell and Mrs. Opal
Webb have returned from a ten day
vacation trip to Florida. The main
points of interest were the Little
White House in Warm Springs, Ga.,
Silver Springs at Ocala, Fla., and
Weeki Wachee, Fla. Enroute they
visited Dr. and Mrs. Joe Dixon in
Auburn, Ala., and Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Edwards in Bainbridge, Ga.

Greenfield Monument Works

J. B. MANIMIS & SONS
Tam

We Need Industrial Part

SAVE

$100 KENTUFCKY
,
ATE R
OR MORE ON
EACH ADVANCE
TICKET ORDERED

.

$

NOW I

•

SEPT. 1 0-1 8

..

The third Coltharp family reunion was held on Sunday, July 18,
in the Community Building at Water Willey. Hosting the 90 present
were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle and
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Coltharp. A delicious pot-luck luncheon was served during the noon hour.

stel

trip
I to

fth

When they build their real homes,
we'll be here to help them with home loans.
If you need a home loan now,
talk it over with us today.
We are home loan specialists.

FIRST FEDERAL
81VINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Fulton, Ky.
l'11 MAD

Raymond Bates and daughter, Ramona; Rev. J. 0. Coltharp; Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Lee; Mr. and Mrs.
Junius White; Lara Ruth and Mlle
White.

Happy Birthday

Those attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Coltharp; Mr. and Mrs.
The News takes pleasure in
Carl Pirtle; Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Coltharp; David and Sally wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Pirtle; Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Cope- following friends:
land; Kathy, Keith and Kevin
July 30: Kevin Isbell, Dr. J. L.
Copeland;
',ones, Don Reed, Mrs. J. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Maynard; Smith; July 31: Donna Beck,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall McNeely, Toren& Jeanne Cates, Gilbert DeMr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp; Myer, Mrs. Mac N. Burrow, George
Milyn Coltharp; Mr. and Mrs. Vir- Speight, Earl Thorpe; August 1:
gil Green; Mrs. John Smith; Pam- Nancy Polsgrove, Wilbert Vetter;
ela Cunningham; Ed Roberts; Mr. August 2: Tom Bushart, Mary Lou
Connaughton, Patsy Jetton, Nancy
and Mrs. Vestal Coltharp;
Jean Walker;
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Fuqua;
August 3: George E. Johnson;
Cheryl and Cindy Fuqua; Mrs.
Maggie Summerville; Mary Nance; August 4: Karen Wheeler, Sherry
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coltharp; Armbruster. Margaret Whittle);
Mrs. Rachel H. Boggess; Mr. and August 5: Joe L. Bowers, Robert
Mrs. Arthur Rose; Mrs. Marguerite Cooper, Patricia Harris, Thomas
Nance; Henry Nance; Janette W. Hopkins. Angela Carol Lawrence, Mrs. Ima Phelps, Mrs. SonNance;
ny Puckett.
Robert Koonce; Ed Gough; Doris
Mr.
Bratton; Clara Haper Bretton;
and Mrs. Billy Pirtle; Pamela
IN MEMPHIS
Craig; Nan and Dan Pirtle; Rev.
and Mm. C. W. Richards; Jackie
Miss Gertrude Murphey is spendRichards; Vodie Russell;
ing several days in Memphis this
week, where she is the guest of
Mrs. Gertrude Ford.

AVOID
LONG LINES

SAVE
TIME

-

This year, advance tickets purchased for
one of the entertainment events listed below will include the outside gate admission
... equal to $1 for adults and 25c for chitdren under 12.

USE THIS AO A YOUR TICKET ORDER FORM. Check off the performance dates and times you would like to attend, circle ticket
prices desired. Send your name and address along with a check,
money order or cash for the tickets you want. Mail to: Kentucky
State Fair Tickets, P. 0. Box 17125, Louisville, Kentucky 40217.
JOHN LAIR'S
RENFRO VALLEY SPECTACUUiR
Starring Homer & Jethro and a
complete cast of popular country
and western entertainers.
Performances: Sept. 18, 3,30 p.m.
[]; 8 p.m. D.

*
THE BOB NOPE SHOW
p. 44 STARRING BOB HOPE IN PERSON
With the Clinger Sisters and The
* ..1
.......
Four Step Brothers. Two performances, Thursday, Sept. 16, 8 p.m.
-X
Li; Friday, Sept. 17, 8 p.m. O.
All Seats:

$3.00

$2.50

$1.50

Adults: $2.$0 Arnerved Seats
Children: $1.00

Hew many__

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
NORSE SNOW
/
4
W s the "Kentucky Derby" of horse
41,)
' with championship
shows
horses"
each night.
•
performing
World's Championship presented
to the best Five-gaited show
,,_
gin at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 13 0; Sept. 14 0; Sept. 15 0;
Sept. 16 0; Sept. 17 O; Sept. 18 a
•;-'

10'

Reserved: All seats Mon. - frl.
All seats Sot.

$2.50
$3.00

How many_
How rainy_

.

0/
'- I

,
-.0.,./..
-rsi 0
•

Moo owee—
Wei moor—

.
TOMMY STEINER'S
CNAMPIONSIIIP RODEO
Starring "Little Joe" of "Bonan-,
••• '
za," the Royal Canadian Mounted
and the finest cowboys
Police
—
'
riding Texas-tough stock. Five performances: Sept. 10, 8 P.m. 0;
Sept. 11, 3:30 p.m. 0;8 p.m. 113I;
Sept. 12, 1:30 p.m. 0; 4:30 p.m. 0.
$1.50
$2.00
Adults
A2-50
Child,.. (under 12) All seats half-price

NOW many—
How stony_

Con. Adm. Mon.-Thur. Adults $1.00 CIUldrea Soo New insay.—.
Fri.& Sit. Adults $1.25 Children 50e Now many_

THE FAMILY '
TICKET BOOK
This book includes four adult gate admissions ($4.00)
and six children's gate admissions 41.50). A $5.50 value
for just $3.50. Tickets are good any day of the Fair.
Family Ticket books mot be ordered before Sept. 1,
How many
Check here to order 0
REMEIMIEN—Yes saw the arks if the flats adeisslea—
op Si PA on Family Purchase if $7.111 Isles SNOW

SAVE with.._h • • •

SEND TICKETS Tlii
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

DP
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HOSPITAL NEWS

eirmisima

CLASSIFIED ADS

The following were patients in the
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
MALE HELP WANTED- Elec- July 28:
trolux needs two men in Fulton
area, to earn approximately $85.00
JONES HOSPITAL
per week to start. Write Electrolux
Corporation, 111 South Sixth Street,
W. J. Shepherd, Mrs. Tommie
Paducah, Ky.
Tucker and baby, Doran Colley,
TV ANTENNAS: We install — E. A. Frazier, Mrs. Otis Male,
Trade-repair and move. Get our Mrs. Warren Bard, Fulton; Elmer
prices. We service all makes TV. Cannon, Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, R. L.
Cannon, James Nabors, Route 3,
Phone 307. Roper Television.
Fulton; Coy Harrison, Dukedom;
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Mrs. Alice Hopper, Cayce; Janie
chine and electric floor polisher Coitharpe, Water Valley; Irvin
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex- Shanklin, Mrs. Roscoe Shanklin,
change Furniture Co.
Route 4, Dresden.

RALPH BREEDEN has grown no
I... than seven hug. tomatoes in
one cluster. There were four more,
• total of eleven, on the stalk.
Even though he is almost completely blind, he does • great dial of
garden work. "Its one of the big
things I have to live for," he said.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of Immeastim

T

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ac.fennas Installed

ROPER
=VISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

Everything"

412 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-3503

SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must
have car, references, '.;17...)0 to $1900
cash. Seven to twelve hours weekly
can net excellent monthly income.
More full time. For personal interview write P. 0. BOX 4185,
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
phone number.

You'll Say ihey'ri doliciousi

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

C. (DCC) ADAMS
L
evvistots..._;-; ,;;Xvimpiwsra,
.1.0.,ernittrrs
i gentlik V*• .A., .s,‘

i

s41,4,...sWet•
1...i
rim....0111.0 •'ort1 ......
...
641116%;,••6
.
414.14141.01_.

.4,1s.r'ilk ro
$1"4
----...0,1,‘,.'0-•

EC)
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fultoz.

HI ULV I EW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Alline Williams, Noah
Clark, Mrs. Orion Moss, Mrs. Anne
Madding, E. E. Pittman, Harold
Pewitt, Lula May Thorpe, Fulton;
Mrs. G. C. Overby, James Young
Charlotte McClure, South Fulton;
Bobby Hastings, McConnell; Mrs.
Mamie Tanner, Union City; Mrs.
James McClure, Dukedom; Mrs.
Ramie Brundige, Route 3, Martin;
Mrs. Jackie Boyd, Water Valley;
Mrs. Clone Veatch, Crutchfield;
J. D. Stunson, Hickman.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Franklin flicks, R. B. Sellars, Mrs. 011ie Brooks Carney,
Mrs. Martin Nall, Jack Bay, Mrs.
William Curd, Charlie Stephens,
Fulton; Mrs. Jim Owens and baby,
Billy Long, Mrs. Calvin Evans,
Mrs. Archie Horrutby, Mrs. Dora
Kibbler, South Fulton; Mrs. Walter
Smith, William Dillon, Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Marshall Rogers,
Route 2, Fulton; Bobby Melton,
Route 5, Fulton; Wade Brown,
Monroe Bellew, Crutchfield; Bobby
Tibbs, Memphis; Annie Lee Blair,
Route 1, Lynnville; Bob Hall, Route
4, Union City; Mrs. Fieldon Thurman, Route 2, Arlington; Mrs. Ellis
McCord, Route 4, Hickman; Mrs.
Owe Farmer, Route 1, Clinton;
Cecil Binford, Water Valley; Mrs.
Katie Henry, Columbus.

Poston Resigns Job
At Fulton Hospital
Stuart Poston will leave his job
as lab technician at the Fulton
Hospital September 1 to study hospital administration at Memphis
State University this fall.
He is a native of Ripley, Tenn.,
and has been in Fulton nine years.
He is secretary of the official board
at the First Methodist Church and
a member of the International Banana Festival Board of Directors.
He is aLso a past director and vice
president of the Fulton Jaycees and
was the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award this year.
His wife Jean has taught at South
Fulton Elementary School for the
last six years. They have one daughter, Mary Lynn.

DEATHS
Mrs. Clhdie Hainline
Funeral services for Mrs. Clintie
Mainline were held Saturday, July
24, in Jackson's Funeral Home in
Dukedom, with Bro. Kenneth
Hoover officiating -Interment was
in Pinegar Cemetery.
Mrs. Mainline died in Henderson's rest home on July 23, following a long Wien. She was the wife
of Ethel Mainline of Fulton.
In addition to her husband, uhe is
survived by one daughter, Mrs.
J. B. Lee of Fulton; a grandson,
Robert Lee of Fulton; a brother,
Herman Clement of Paris; a sister,
Mrs. Kate Myrick of Fulton, several nieces and nephews.

J. V. Webb
Funeral services for J. V. Webb
were held last Tuesday afternoon
in the Smith Street Church of
Christ and burial was in Obion
County Memorial Gardens. Hornbeak Funeral Home was in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Webb, a native of Graves
County, was the son of Mrs. Agnes
Webb of South Fulton and the late
John Webb. He was 49 years of
age. He died suddenly in Dearborn, Mich., where he had made
his home for the past thirteen
years, last Saturday.
Surviving are his wife, the former Marie Brockwell; two sons,
Larry and Michael Webb; a daughter, Mrs. Sandra Hall; two brothers, Buster Webb of Fulton and
Roy Webb of Romulus, Mich.; and
three sisters, Mrs. Curtis Brockwell
and Mrs. Neil Olive of Fulton and
Mrs. W. C. Parchman of Dyersburg.
MRS. BRASWELL'S
BROTHER DIES
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Gerrie Brasmell on the death of
her brother, Gilbert Lingle, who
died in Detroit Wednesday. At
press time funeral arrangements
were incomplete.
CARS HIT
Five parked cars were damagad
when Fred Lee Horn lost control
of his car on West State Line at
the King Motor Co. Friday. Horn,
who apparently went to sleep at
the wheel, wan cited for reckless
driving.

Fulton Commission—
Continued From Page One/
instructed to draw up an ordinance
to appropriate the money for the
Banana Festival. It was approved
in principle and is to be acted upon
at the next regular meeting.
The ordinance relating to city
employees provides for seven days
vacation and ten days sick leave
annually for all city officers and
regular employees, and is designed
to clarify an earlier one passed in
1956 and later amended.
An engineer from a Memphis
firm recommended on technical
grounds that the city reject the
Swift plant's request for disposal
of waste from its cheese-making
operation. The engineer said that
even though the Fulton disposal
system is more flexible than South
Fulton's operating difficulties would
be encountered as they are at the
Tennessee disposal facilities.

con

and

S(

Presbyterian Revival
Bus Tim Saturday
Revival services at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church will continue through Saturday. Rev. Warren C. Mounts of the Central Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Memphis is the evangelist. Services
begin at 7:30 each evening.
Rev. Mounts has been at the
Memphis church for 12 years and
served as an army chaplain during World War IL He recently made
a tour of the Holy Land and spent
two months in Europe last year.
He is conducting the morning devotions on WFUL each morning at
8:45.
BPW TO MEET
The Fulton-South Fulton Business
and Professional Women's Club will
meet next Tuesday night at 6:30.
Hostesses for the meeting, which
will be a picnic on the back lawn
at the Kellie Lowe home on West
State Line, will be Mrs, Lowe,
Anna Belle Edwards, Mary Browder, Zuanita Phelps and Ruth Scott.
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CITY DRUG CO.

Smart idea ... because it pays off in lives and limbs
saved, profits preserved. Gat into the habit of keeping machinery in good repair. Bo sure your wiring
Is adequate, night lights In good order. Let electrici-

Co

ty work for you and help you make safety a daily
habit.

Ki

Fulton.Hickman Counties
Rural Electric- Co-op. Corp.
THE DOBBS TRUSS

RUPTURE
Wadable, genitor, — For Single Or Doable Rupture

CITY DRUG COMPANY
488 LAI= STILE=

MONIS 70, 428

There Are 52 Farm Safety Weeks
in a Tear...Observe Them All

How to live to a ripe old age? Simple! Latch on to the safety habit
and make it a lifetime habit! Make it second nature to check machinery, buildings. Be careful with livestock, fencing. Be sure wiring is
adequate, night lights in proper condition. Get safe, stay safe, for
good.

This is Farm Safety Week ... Next Week is Farm
Hunan Picnic Week... then there will be the farm fairs
..‘. but every day, every week every month, every year,
we feel that ills "Salute To The Farmer Week," becane our work with them is a constant and enjoyable
association.

Much Success In Everything you do,
Mr. and Mrs. Farmer.

For More Than 50 Years II Has Been Our
Policy To Safe-Guard Your Patronage With
Quality Service and Quality Products

STOKES OIL CO.
PHONE 236-2725

STOKES CHEVROLET CO.
PHONE 236-2831

Fallon Pare Milk Company

mk.as

Ns Dulbe—Ne Belle--Ne Strew. Web reqp4ore ho mail op
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Highway 94 West

—

Hickman, Ky.
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We appreciate our farm friends and the
contribution they make to our economy
and community life

'Err IIAZIEStr
IEEP YOUR FARAIsRIFE
We Appreciate Our Farm Friends

FULTON
BANK

Scott's Floral Shoppe

MEMBER FDIC

COMMERCIAL AVENUE
Phone 472-1577

Fulton, Ky.

pCome and see the Rambler Marlin at

Dewey Johnson

King Motor Company

INSURANCE AGENCY

$2897 is the base price
W.State Line South Fulton 479-2271

Compliments of

Fulton Wholesale
florist
Union City Highway
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr St.

Full Credit On Tennessee
Burial Policies
Member of Ky. Funeral Directors
James Needham, Owner

WE APPRECIATE OUR
FARM BUREAU
Good Luck In All Your
Endeavors
You Can Be Safe With Good Food
At The

Dan Cream
Billy Gilbert, Mgr.

Real Estate - Insurance - Auctioneering

Safe farms produce more...
Safe farmers live longer...

Phone 472-3503

Make up your mind right now — no ifs or buts
will be a safe farm from here on in! Don't take about it—your farm
chances with faulty
machinery.Don't leave fire-hazardous debris abou
livestock. Be sure wiring is adequate, lighting in t. Be careful with
safe when it comes to farm financing, too. Com proper condition. Be
e to the bank that understands farm problems,likes farm folks.

JACKSON BROTHERS.
FUNERAL HONE
Dukedom,Tennessee
PHONE

469-5414

Evans Rexall Drug
Your Prescription Store
FREE DELIVERY

RE SURE TO ATTEND THE

FARM BUREAU PICNIC
Wednesday, August 4

Dial 472-2421 or 472-2422

FLOWERS

Livestock Exhibits - Style Show
Homemaking -4-11- FFA Exhibits

FOR

BARBECUE LUNCH AT NOON
UNION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Bring The Family- - Bring Your Friends

FUNERAL DESIGNS
WEDDINGS
Hospital & Artificial Arrangements
Corsages

DIAL 479-2811

MAC & FAY Flower Shop
COL
LINWOOD

Wells Drilled
Water Clarification Systems
Pumps & Water Systems
479-2233

WATSON CO.
Union City Hwy.

Agricultural Limestone, Road and
Driveway Stone Delivered, Spread.
REMEMBER MR. KENTUCKY FARMER:
We specialize in Tennessee limestone.
This finer ground limestone gives you more
value for your dollar.

47i-r822
South Fulton Lime Co.
139 Forrestdale

AT YOUR SERVICE

422 Lake SL

Fulton

BUILDING MATERIALS
EVERYTHING IN LUMBER, PAINTS & HARDWARE
FARM SAFETY BEGINS WITH YOU .... SAFE FAR
M BUILDING BEGINS WITH....

BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
'PH
ONE 472-1434

Our Farm Economy is In Safe Hands
With Our Farm Bureau Members.
We Salute You.

BROWDER MILLING CO.
East State Line

Phone 479-1311
The Number To Call
When You Need

Prescriptions
Prompt Pick-Up & Delivery

472-1313
Nights Dial 472-3107 or 472-1356

CITY DRUG COMPANY
E. R. HOLT,R. Ph., OWNER
408 Lake St.

••••••••••••••,..
MOM.
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ORION COUNTY

Farm- To-Market
Roads Would Get
Bond Allotment

constantly guarding against accidents.
So, during Farm Safety Week, I
would urge our farm families to
dedicate themselves to making
Wear homes and farms as safe as
possible. Then I would challenge
101,
Wendoll P. Waist'
them to be safety-minded throughConuma•loaor
Ky. Dept. ...i Agraculture
out the months ahead.
r
This is truly the "county fair
mason" in Kentucky with several
The week of July 25-31 is "Farm fairs in progress most every day.
Safety Week" in Kentucky. Safety I would like to take this opportuniis important throughout the year, ty to invite Kentuckians to attend
but during this week I would urge at least one of these entertaining
our farm families to take a look and colorful events.
around their homes, their farms, Between now and early fall, some
and farm buildings and search out 70 fairs will be held. Some of these
and correct any hazards that exist. will be community events, with
We often live with safety hazards others featuring programs that will
around our homes or other build- draw entries from several counties
ings without realizing the dangers
County fairs offer rural and urthey present. Too, we often take
our safety lightly. Many times we
see or read of serious farm accidents without perhaps realizing
that a similar accident could happen on our farm or in our home.
The nature of much farm work,
and particularly farm machinery,
presents various hazards. A moment's carelessness can lead to
years or even a lifetime of pain
and suffering.
Jack Crowner, farm director of
WAVE-TV, is state chairman of
Farm Safety Week this year. One
of the activities of the Farm Safety
Committee is to select a State
"safe farm family."
This year's safe farm family is
the Leo Midden family of Route 4,
Cynthiana. They were.honored for
their efforts toward maintaining
safety around their home and farm.
However, I am sure their greatest
reward is going through a year
without a serious accident, and
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FORAGE TESTING
Doom nonfarm occupations to younger
LABORATORY
the trionsinkoll .1WV0iution in the
Passage of the $176 million bond
economics of agriand
methods
ea die
University of Tennessee issue on the November ballot will
The
cause.
main
the
been
culture have
Agriculture Extension Service has give the stat a $60.5 million confarm people, associated with higher
lab- struction ' program for farm-to?alma educational attainment, compulsory opened a new forage testing
in Nashville, Tennessee, market roads, According to a reoratory
hours,
work
short
service,
military
month to test samples of hay, port released by the Kentucky Betincreased exposure to nonfarm life, this
silage, and grain for farmers. Cat- ter Roads Council.
and the aspirations of minority
tlemen and dairymen of this area
The breakdown on use of the
racial groups for a better life.
Wish XM PRYOR
have been in need of a forage test- funds from the proposed bond issue
kalcallsoul Awl& Sods easgral!kiwi
2. A decline in the amount of ing laboratory and the laboratory was made by the Anterican Motorneeded in farming caus- should help them make their feed- ist, published at Gettysburg, Pa.
manpower
population
farnk
_ When the rural
tion and by with- ing operations more efficient.
Fifty per cent of the $60-5 million
mechaniza
by
ed
-ensus was counted in 1960 it numn
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from
land
will come from federal
program
of
drawal
FORAGE?
TEST
WHY
)ered 13,445,000 or just 7.5 Percent through participation in various
allocation, the magazine said.
count
find
you
forage,
The
test
.
you
When
population
1 the total
The total Kentucky five-year
Government programs.
out its nutritive • alue or quality.
n 1950 was 23,048,000. This shows
the survey showed, will
program,
3. The difficulties faced by young Froaa this information, you are bring the state a highway conheavy decline in farm population.
farming
supplein
what
started
(1)
to
able
determine
getting
men in
$848
The South and the Northeast today, in view of the decline in mentary feeds you need to include struction fund of more than
farm
of
million.
rates
greatest
how the
number of farms available because in your feeding program and (2)
In addition to the farm-to-market
)opulation loss. Heavy declines in of consolidation trends, and in the the steps that will be necessary to
he South are caused from several light of the high capital resources improve the quality of the forage road program, the bond issue projection contemplates the completion
•easons. The rapid conversion of required for an adequate acreage you produce.
of both the interstate system of 733
•ertain upland areas to forestry is and equipment to operate it.
These factors are important-they miles and the new Appalachian
)ne. The wide spread abandonment
both save and make you mon- program of approximately 450
4. A decline in the specific need can
tenant farming in cotton and towill know exactly what miles.
You
ey.
ion
reconsolidat
time
full
and
the
and
for tenant farmers
ace° areas
herd will need to mainyour
feeds
by
larger
about
The publication also points out
sident hired hands brought
)f land by landlords into
top production, and this infor- that Kentucky highway revenues
iperating units is a very important changing technology and ether fac- tain
mation will 'give you a basis for are increasing at approximately $5
ine. The reclassification of many tors.
- your entire forage pro- million each year and the added
improving
nonto
•esidential type operations
To the person with rural interThis in turn will increase revenue is to be used to pay off the
'arm operations is a small reason, ests, the greatest impression from gram.
your profits from beef and milk.
bonds.
_specially in the south.
current population '-ends may be
We have in our office a supply of
in
changes
that
conclusion
the necessary bags for samples,
What is behind the rapid decline the
ies have never
containers, instructions for
n the number of people engaged rural communit
different from mailing
samples, etc. and
forage
taking
lirectly in farming? The effect of been more radically
communities than
we will be glad to work with any
fere are some of the reasons for those in urban
he recent trends within and out- they are today.
Obion County farmer in securing
samples for the forage testing laboratory. Cattlemen and dairymen
Smith-Doxey cotton improvecould secure their own samples of
silage and grain, but for hay ment groups are urged to file apsamples a special device known at plications for cotton classification
a Penn State Hay Sampler must and market news services before
be used. We have purchased one of the deadline of August 1, according
the Penn State Hay Samplers and to Clyde C. McWhorter, Manager,
will be glad to assist any farmer South Central Area, Consumer and
in taking hay samples for the for- Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agrienitere.
age testing laboratory.
The classing service to cotton
The forage testing laboratory
A meeting Is scheduled to be held
will charge a fee of $5.00 for each growers provides both the grade
sample with the University of Ten- and staple of each bale produced, at 10 am (CST) at the RECC Buildnessee Agriculture Extension Ser- and by using market news service ing on West Broadway in Mayfield
vice absorbing the other costs in reports, producers can readily de- August 4 to begin Implementation
connection with the laboratory. termine the approximate market of the omission on Agriculture's
•
farm program at the county level,
This fee may sound high but it value of their cotton.
The class placed on the green Gov. Edward T. Breathitt has ancould save a dairyman or cattlecard by the classing office is eligi- nounced.
man hundreds of dollars.
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, CarThe laboratory will return to the ble for use under Commodity Credit
farmer such information about the Corporation loan program. Last lisle, Ballard, McCracken, Marsamples as: crude protein, digesti- season over 5,314,000 bales of cot- shall. and Calloway counties are inble protein; crude fiber, total diges- ton produced in the South Central cluded.
The meetings are designed to intible nutrients, moisture content, Area were classed by classing ofform farmers and agricultural
net energy, etc. along with feeding fices under the Smith-Daisy Act.
Application forms and additional leaders of the Commission's plans
recommendations for either dairy
cattle, beef cattle, sheep, hogs, or information about the services can to raise farm income.
The Commission will present
be obtained teem local county
chickens.
During the first year such a lab- agents or local USDA cotton class- recommendations for improving
farming efficiency to county Agrioratory was operated in North Car- ing officers.
cultural Stabilization and Conserolina, over 2,000 samples were
vation Service chairmen, Soil Conpercent of the farm99
and
tested
get
things
needed
most
Some of the best and
technicians,
Service
servation
ers having samples tested recomagents, vocational
extension
county
use
the
farmers
other
that
mended
started in the pages of a savings bank book...grow
agriculture teachers, farm bureau
forage testing laboratory.
presidents, and others.
CATTLE
ANGt/S
COUNTY
by
OBION
,
speeded
Into realities via systematic deposits
They in turn will serve as reTOUR
people for their county
source
Friday afternoon, July 30, beour liberal interest. Me a new tractor for the farm.
groups or organizations.
ginning at 1:30 p. m., the Obion
"The tools that the eosnmission
Like a new house for the family Like a college eduCounty Angus Association will behas developed will assist farmers
gin their Annual Angus Cattle Tour
The Fulton County Fiscal Court In expanding their farm programs
catica for children. Like whatever it is that you
on the farm of Hugh Garrigan, Jr. and the Hickman City Council have and in doing a more profitable
at Woodland Mills. Other Angus declared their support of the 9176 job," Breathitt said.
need or want most. Open an account now. Read
Cattle farms toured will include: million bond issue to be voted on
Total farm income in 1964 was
W. T. Garrigan, Jr., H. G. Shaw, in November.
million. The Commission's
$732
totals,
rising
your own success story in the steadily
Lattus Angus Farm, and Charles
It was pointed out in the endorse- goal is $1 billion annually.
Moon.
ments that the $176 million bond
recorded in your bank book!
Mr. Charles Cannon, President of Issue will net a total of ONO million
TIM Local Stites First
the Association has extended a for capital construction In Kenspecial invitation for anyone inter- tucky. A major portion of the sum
ested in Beef Cattle to make the will come from federal matching
FARM SAFETY WEEK JULY 25-31
tour of the Angus Cattle farms with money.
the members of the association.
The program calls for $139 milMr. Kent Brown, Fieldman with lion for highway construction, inAl
Bank
It's Always Safe To
the American Angus Association, chiding farm-to-market roads, the
will be in Obion County to make primary system, and the Appalachthe tour. We can always pick up ian road development program.
some good ideas and information
The second largest share would
to help our cattle operations at go to education. College dormitorhome by making such tours.
ies, classrooms, science laboratorFARM DATES TO REMEMBER ies, and libraries are included
allotted
July 30 - Obion County Angus among the building projects
Fulton. Ky.
Tour, July 30 - Artificial Breeder's $22.5 million.
Thus far more than 250 state and
Association Meeting - Trenton.
local groups have approved' the
program.
Similar bond issues have been
adopted in other states, Ohio for
$500 million, West Virginia for $200
million and North Carolina $300
million.

Cotton Application
Deadline Announced

HERE

ban people an opportunity to display cooking and handicrafts. Too,
exhibits allow viewers to see what
other people are doing. The many
exhibits which a musty igle offers
can be educational In ilia they
show the best that is being produced in an area, revealing goals
which others can seek to attain.
Some people say that county fairs
are on the decline. However, this
Is not the case, as new fairs are
created each year. While some do
close out each year, many others
show an increase in attendance
from year to year. Many fairs are
realizing growth in the total number of entries in almost every department. Perhaps, more important
is the quality of the products and
animals being exhibited.

Kentucky Farm
Income Plans
To Be Discussed

County,Hickman
Declare Support
Of Bond Issue

S

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

This accident could have
been avoide4...
With just a little bit of cars. too. Protect your life.
your limbs, your profits ...by practicing safetyfirst rules. always. We are happy to serve you. We'd
Ilk, to continuo to serve you. For safety's sake, be
carefuL
And for your farm's sake, check first with us when
you're in the market for your farm supplies... we
carefully price our merchandise to suit you.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone $99

la. Pullen

3111 Central Ave.

Your Southern States Cooperative Agency

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
US.51 & Middle Road

Fulton

Phone 389
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RETURNS HOME

Ware

Lee Meadows has returned to his
home in Cleveland, Miss., after
spending two weeks with his grandmother, Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards.
Anna Belle's guests the first of the
week were Jane Meadows, her
grand-daughter from Cleveland,
and Mrs. Bill Earle from Freeport,
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CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
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about
over for supper. Those enjoying Satu
with her daughter, Mrs. Louis
mum's Go, doMb and doglegs Ibis Ind
rday, August 14. This is the Jones,
which
the wonderful meal were Mr. and
of near Fulton.
day set apart to pay the caretaker,
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will sat Ws free 10 105 as a child of
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Roddle were
Mrs. Robert Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Cond
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Mitch
ell. Those who are guests of Mr.
Bill Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
God.
and Mrs. Tommy
Inter
Lowe, Howard Rogers, Harold their ested may send in or bring Woodruff Monday.
e••
contributions before the namMr. and Mrs. Jim Hall, of Dallas,
Rogers, Mrs. Mattie Rogers and ed date,
where the committee in Texas, were
the host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. charge
Friday night guests of
make
William Greer, Pamela and Den- all expendit s the settlements for Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman.
ures
for
this
year.
More They were on their way home
nis. Mrs. Lowe received lots of fund are
from
s
needed than were re- New
gifts and cards.
ceived last year, so any contribu- visit Jersey, where they had been
ing her brother, David Foy,
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tion will be appreciated.
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and family.
THE COOPERATION OF THE
APPROVED
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSO
LOCAL MINISTERIAL
RED
BY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDU
The Mayfield Electric and Water
ALS AND BUSiNISS INSTITUT
IONS
Systems last week approved a pole
rental contraet for the Mayfield
Get the highest rate on your savings at
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Cable-Vision Company, which hopes
Security Federal Savings and Loan AssoHickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
William Ward, Livestock
Jobbers of Shell Preclude
to begin installation in two or three
ciation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
months of a closed-circuit television
"Live Beller Medrieelly
We buy and sell daily
Fulton
.
Phone 4724M
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $111,
system for Mayfield.
412
Morris MI S. Fulton
Phone 419-1111
by the Federal Savings A Loan Insuranc
Hickman, y.
e
Corporation — an agency of the Fede
ral
CITY DRUG COMPANY
'Complete line of HallGovernment. Your savings immediat
Airlszte Gas Co. of Fulton. bac.
Current Dividend
ely
mark cards, tallies and
Your Prescription Drug Store
available.
On
Butane and Propane gas dealer
playing cards
Fulton, Ky.
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Insured Savings
Coc
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a-C
e
472-1
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3113
Bott
ling
Co.„ Inc
'Gifts in colored glassPullen, Ky.
ware, brass, Goldtone
Kentucky Ave., Fulton
Phone 472-1471
By Miss Mae* Deodorant

By

Mrs. 111311mak Westbrook

Parts For All Electric f
Shavers At:

.0.•

Ave.

4'
2

and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
'Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a specialty
'Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's floral Skoppo
Phone 472-1577
Carr at Commercial

SAVINGS added by gm lath
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE Id

LET'S GlIT
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additimpi information
and Mandel statement, or you may
send your cheek or
sinewy order to open
your sewing, and
this coupon.

Rice Insturancs Agency. Inc.
s.s us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St.

Mr. James N. Bealrd, Mana
ger
Security Federal Savings &
124 last Center St. Sikeston, Loan Assn.
Mo. Send
your annual report and
Inhwmation to
Name
Address
City
State

Phone 4724341

PURE MILK COMPANY
M lie. dor* sr at your deer
Fulten, Ky.

Travelers Inn Restaurant

Union City, Tam

South Fulton, Tenn.

THE CIT/ZENS BANK
Make our beak your bank
Hickman, Ky.
Mem ni-n

es

Lennox gas furnaces, air oendi
lionersl
all-electric heat pomp; electric fore
see

Featuring Home-Made Pies
Special Sunday Dinner

SFJUIS
Shop by Phone

Phone 472-3311

E. W.James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, KY.

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

Phone 4714535

Smyth Pollen, TIMM

JET LANES
Spacial rates to Church groups
HS Fourth St.

Phone 472-14411

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and Seeds Pollen

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tina, Batteries, askew repairs
Broadway St.
Phone 4794ers

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Peoullec and Rambler Deal
er
1111 W. State Line

Phone 414-2I11
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Wa vu. Anderson—
(
From fbaue One)

SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION
PLAN OF COMPUANCE WITH
Subservience is the only way of
life these peasant know. If some- T7TLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS
one does not realize this and tries ACT OF 1964 FULTON CITY
to treat them as equals--as most (IND) BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Americans naturally would — they
do not know bow to react. Then, FULTON, KnfrucKY.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
since the rules of the game they
know have been discarded, they
The Fulton City (Ind) Board of
have to go on what amounts to
Education, Fulton, Kentucky in
animal instinct.
meeting assembled this 19th day of
And since the rules of the only
1965, adopted the following
July,
game you know will not wort, you
plan of compliance with the 1964
become confused and uncomfortAct:
able. Then, just like dogs and other Civil Rights
animals who sense such a reaction I. FREEDOM OF CHOICE
te them, the peasants tend Se beA.—Effective with the commencecome aggressive, and you beat a
ment of the school year 1965-1966,
hasty retreat.
public schools of
Only when you learn that their all students in the
shall have freeSchools
City
Fulton
mentality is based not on their
manner and
poverty but on their subservience, dom of choice, in the
hereinafter
medium
the
through
men
feeling
that
all
your
get over
in the
any
school
attend
stated,
to
must be treated as equals, and
system, regardlearn to be a firm but gentle super- Fulton City School
national orior are you really comfortable in less of race, color or
and enjoy the benefit of all
igin
this situation.
services and facilities available at
Once you have learned this basic
The freedom of choice
fact, getting out and trying to talk said school.
to the
with them becomes a pleasant, fas- herein granted is granted
cinating, and highly rewarding parent, or guardian of the pupil or
pastime. Almost every peasant we pupils involved, or to such person
met—on this basis — was very standing In loco parentis to such
pupil or pupils, and such freedom
friendly.
of
choice is mandatory and must be
Naturally you can just ignore
'hem, as many Americans do, but exercised at the time and in the
you would be missing what to me manner herein specified. Teachers,
was the most important experience principals and other school personnel shall not be permitted to ada traveler in Mexico can have.
The middle and upper classes vise, recommend or otherwise inare quite small, but the gap be- fluence such decision. Nor, will
tween them and the lower class is school personnel either favor or
tremendous. They react about penalize children because of the
'ike anyone else with the same choice made.
background.
B.—In the event overcrowding reMany of the well-educated upper sults at a particular school from
class speak at least a little English the choices made, priority of asand are often eager to practice by signment shall be based solely on
talking to Americans. As a result proximity without regard to racial
we found them easy to meet. Many considerations.
sf them went out of their way to
C.—Those whose choices are re'3e nice to us.
Our experiences with the Mexi- jected because of overcrowding
can people, especially the peasants, will be notified and permitted to
were the most memorable part of make an effective choice of a forthe trip. People, by nature, are in- merly Negro or formerly white
teresting, and they are the biggest school.
factor in making a foreign country
II. REGISTRATION
different and thus fascinating.
In the concluding article of this
k—All pupils attending school in
series I will go into some of the the Fulton City school system durother things that make traveling ing the school year 1965-1966, shall
in Mexico exciting.
register for the school year 19651966 by returning the registration
ARRIVE HERE
forms to Mr. Charles Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cruce and Principal of Carr Elementary, durfamEy are arriving this week from ing the week of August 901 through
Detroit to visit his mother, Mrs. 13th, 1965. During such rtbglstration
Lurline Cruce, and brother, Keith- period it shall be mandatory that
'ey Cruce, and.family.
the parent or guardian of the pupil
registering to attend ached during
the school year 1965-1946 exercise
the choice granted in paragraph lA
hereof.

••
Lucite

MAMBO

the most serious obstacle to urban
renewal is the relocation of famiHenry Edwards of Clinton has lies living
in
considered
been named area vice commander for renewal. the area
of the Kentucky Department of the vided with They must be prostandard housing in
American Legion.
convenient locations at rents they
can afford to pay. Such fact
Planning Commission—
he noted, are quite scarce.
(Continue .urn Page One)
DeMyer said that the Oak
citizens attending the meeting.
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer said that Heights development near the wa-

::dPer
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"4
"
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Housepaint

131MONS PAINT STORE
167 E. State Line Phone 479-2734

NE BUY,
SELL and TRADE
111011111111

!few and Used Shotguns.
Artois. Rifles
Leader Sporting Goods
•

414 LAKE ST.

PHONE EH

S. P. 1410011E & CO.
$117 Ormanserefisi

D.—In case of overcrowding,first
preference in choice of schools will
be given to those pupils who register during August 9th through August 1361, 1965.
E.—The choice made at the time
of registration as hereinabove set
out shall be binding for the school
year 1965-1966

Pb.IS

• ArrIstrene Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl mad res.
—Downs Comelier
---Btpkelskedne, Modem le
Antinne

JAMES HAZELWOOD

F.—The foregoing plan of registration will be followed annually,
except that registration for the
1966-1967 school year and each year
thereafter shall take place during
the last full calendar week of
April, Monday through Friday.
Note: Registration forms will be
mailed direct to parents of children involved.

•

The group present at the meeting
felt that a planning study was
necessary before a definite decision
could be reached, and, as one member of the Citizens Advisory Committee said, "Nothing ventured,

nothing gained.' Considerable enthusiasm was shown for this first
step, which WOUR1 snow now the
principles of urban renewal could
be applied to Fulton's situation.
The Planning Commission and
the Citizens Advisory Committee
have been considering the projected
project for several months and
have talked to a number of specialists in the field.

CHUCK ROAST Lb
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Whole
gr Half
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SQUASH WATERMELONS
Yalb. 10C
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JANE PARKER

1-Lb.
Ctns.

GOLI;IEUNTL:artsrs

A&P
Whole

1C
-Lbs
.2
7
4

(Nag Pack)

CHERRY STAR

Mel-o-bit Sliced
American Or Pimento

3la.894

(s..10. 494

Pkgs.

TELLOWmohms Or Sliced)
CLING

113-16
42.
.
Cons

QQ
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PLUMS
Es.594 NUBIANNA
Inc
LI. 17
10 For 690
WAIN
Cookieici:1%,35e Crackers 1°B•c: 29e
HOLLYWOOD CANDY BARS

•

STRIETMANI4

REAL Kill.
INSECTICIDE
(SPRAY)

41QU
Tnff 69T RT$109

PAY-DAY, BIG PAY,
TOP STAR, MILK SHAKE,
BUTTERNUT OR
SMOOTH SAILIN'

A

14 °2

Mild Cheddar Fresh Brick
Muenster

241 Snas:494

(Sli ced)

DUNCAN HINES

AEROSOL BOMB

cT00012A Lbs.)
Gr

.
...Turkeys
2.671,
2
.2Lb$10- Portionslcot
_•
6 89 SPECIAL SALE
CHEESE
o

SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

'Lessor Quantities%

k Lh.49

1.69 .‘

Cut-Up, Split
Or Quartered

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

B.—All pupils who will be six (6)
years of age on or before December 31, 1965, and who intend to
commence the first grade for the
school year 1965-1966, in the Fulton
City School system, shall by and
through their parent or guardian
or other person standing in loco
parentis, register at the school of
their choice during the week of
August 9th through the 13th, 1965.
C.—Pupils transferring into the
Fulton City System for the school
year 1965-1966 who did not attend
school in such system during the
school year 1964-1965 and who are
not commencing the first grade,
shall by and through their parent
or guardian or other person standing in loco parentis, register at the
school of their choice on August
10th or 17th, 1965.

area to be redeveloped would be
one of the problems to be dealt with
by the professional planner if the
city commission decides to seek a
grant for such services.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF (CENTER CUT BLADE)

NEW DUPONT
Wall

ter works will help provide good
housing for residents of the bottom,
but it was pointed out that the
project includes only 15 units.
-Fulton originally requested that
35 of its 50 new housing units be
designed for residents of the area,
but the Federal Housing and
Home Finance Agency set the number at only 15, Dellycr scid.
Relocation of residents of the

89°
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Ivory Soap.. 4iC 2tat 354 "um"
GALA

Camay Soap..ii 26.0.134 TOWELS
Blue Cheer.1!Lez. 32- ;,'„):2,'774 2 2-Roll
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NORTHERN
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NAPKINS
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49t 1°02.33c
85t
•
Ivory Liquid... .1 : 63
33 REYNOLDS WRAP rx'1184
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NABISCO
SUPEROSE
Brut
694
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C1111
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HEAVY DUTY (104 OFF)
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4-0x.
Box
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1-Pt.
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SWEETENER

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
Well,
its No.1
in sales.

Crackers
STACK PACK
12-0Z.
BOX

Chocolate Chip

35';lc.oz. 450

6 years old.
90 PROOF

$185 $155
4/5 OT

•

Ciimemes,
Aloud, or

I/PT

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & DM Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.

L

HOT SHOT
BUG KILLER
15.6 01.
Coo

89°

BAG
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*To rood Stores

INE MEAT ATtANT1C 8 PAOPIC IVA COMPANY, INC.

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

BREAST 0 CHICKEN

PUREX BLEACH
)4 Gel.
Bottle

35‘

LIGHT TUNA
(solid pock) .
18
7-0s. Cal.

a

WYLER'S MIX
Orange, Grape,
Or Lois000do
ak
"I" Pkg.

itilc

Joan Of Arc

2KIDNEY BEAK
1-Lb.
1-01.
Cons

31°
\IR
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Fin In The Sun At Willow Plun al

Dial 472-1651 Open 6:45

NOW THRU SATURDAY
TWO ACTION HITS,

BOUNTY HUNTERLAW ABIDING KILLER!

BLACK
SPURS

To Fight Arthritis

• LCLIMI
TIMM r
A

STATE COMMERCE Commissioner Katherine
Peden has been named by the Kentucky Chapter
of the Arthritis Foundation to head its 1965
campaign to raise $136,000. Thomas E. Gates, a
Louisville attorney who will be business gifts
chairman, will assist in the campaign. There are
about 150,000 arthritis sufferers in Kentucky.

Read All About Kentucky Parks
TILE REGARD with which Kentucky's state-park system is
held Outside the state is evidenced by the treatment
an each by Max Hunn about the parks received in a
11004leleal_magazine, Travel, this month. The July issue carries
8 fillealer cover picture of Natural Bridge and nine inside
Vies of text and photographs of the parks.

SALE
All Men's

DRESS PANTS
Regardless of original
val's to U.%

price;

NOW ONLY $5
Men's short sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS

CO-FEATURE
SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

... But when it's mere fun to sun than
to plunge you can find young people living if
up out at the popular swiming pool. In the photo • above
all ages of young damsels vie for that summer
tan, and here you can SIN (left to right) the
gals who think it's fun to sun. Cheryl and Connie
PrIelds, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Prields,
Jr., Mary Jo Westpheling, Glenda Cinema, Teresa
Fields and pans .Puckett,

Breathitt Aides Reportedly
Favor Tax Revenue Ceiling
Although Gov. Edward 1.
Breathitt did not outline his
plans foe tax legislation at the
special session, his advisers reportedly favor placing a temporary ceiling on tax revenues
instead of lowering property
tax rates.
These advisers, however, are
emphatic in pointing out that
any plans molded in this general framework arc only tentative, and can and might be
changed by the time the assembly convenes next month.
At present, the "most
Wand alternative" or plan to
abet Oaring property taxes
from the June 8
0
17
urt
111till
': Appeals degaien, Is
this, according
aides:

Values to $4.96

TWO FOR $5
BOYS $2.38 SHIRTS
$1.49 and $1.98
Back-to-school special!

BOYS LEVIS

Sixes II-12; Reg, waist only
Regularly

ONLY $1.98

(Limit 4 Pr. to customer)

BOYS LEVIS
(Stay-Press)
Casual pants. Reg. 24.98

Limiting. until 1907. all property tax revenues to a 10 to
20 per cent increase over what
will be collected this year by
school boards and other governmental taxing units
3 Different Proposals
„Within the general body of
this plan, there are at least
three difierent propasehi as to
what the teellalle ceiling
should be, a Draillitt adviser
said. These pommels are to
place the theit at:

s

noam n elc n

c c

ONLY $3.98
THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

Fulton

so An increase of 10 per cent
the first year and a like increase the second year of the
temporary, two-year measure,
for a total boost in property
taxes of 20 per cent.
so A total increase of 10 per
cent over the two-year period.
a,A total increase of 15 per
cent for the two years.
For example, If a property
owner pays 19115 property taxes
of $100, he would Per under
the first plan $110 each of
the two years, an aerate of
$105 each yeas Ruder the
second plan, and an average
of $107.50 each year under
the third plan.
"What we are seeking," a
cabinet-level state official said,
`is a route of'action that will
be technically reasonable to
the taxing units, legally acceptable to the courts, and reassuring to the people who see their
taxes jumping 100, 200 or 300
per cent unless something is
done."
This official, who is a close
adviser to Breathitt and did
not went to be quoted by none,
mutinied:
"Now this idea (of a
revenue ceiling as opposed to
beemeing sees) is under considerate% but It may not ho
the final plan we come up
with. The technical problem
In setting a lower tax rate
are virtually insurmountable.
"We'd be shooting in the
dark by trying to lower the
tax rates now because we just
&mit imam enough about the
long-nufte.gffects of the court's
ruling right how."

JEST HOLLER FER A BOTILE
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Meanwhile reaction to the
call for a special session and
the various alternatives under
eonsideration earns swiftly yesterday from both farm and
school interests.
Both Dr. J. M. Dodson,
executive secretary of the
Kentucky Education Association, and his 'arm Bureau
counterpart, John Boon, said
the revenue-ceiling proposal
would "be acceptable."
" . .. We will strenuously
oppose any attempt to freeze
local school funds at their present inadequate level," Dodson
said.
When asked if Use revenueceiling pima mould be acceptswerod:
sble to the itaiLsodsoe

sat think fie giaaVe of this
type of prigeed midi certain.
ly be vraeloabils. 7111 Ins of
approach ie all prelim is
mesa*MO to the Kosledley
Education Assoelatim at this
time than any ether."
In a joint statement. Rodney
Van Zandt, president-elect of
the Louisville Education Asaociation, and LEA president
Milton Russman said, "We ere
concerned that a special seeks
... has been called for tbe
purpose of reviewing prone*
tut lutes and possibly to demime the premed statutory
lindbdionXIMI
t1
.
0
4
0
Wends for the six' ration of
the children ... amy be in
jeopardy if the tax rate is
reduced."
Itishard Miller, president of
the Louisville and Jo/forma
County Federation of Teachers, "congratulated" Breathitt
on both the call and timing
of the special session.
"Since school will not be
In sesslon in most areas, classmatifteachers represented by
the teachers' union will have
a unique opportunity to lobby
In behalf of better schools,
adequately financed through
realistic taxes," Miller said,
adding that his organization
will ask Breathitt to expand
the call to "include some
temporary financial relief from
surplus state funds for schools
across the state."
The revenue • ceiling proposal, Miller said, "would be
en excellent compromise" to
any attempt to lower the tax
rate. He said, however, he
Is "basically opposed to any
attempt to limit the taxing
power of school distsicts or
local units of government"
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DRESSES
% PRICE

Toddlers - Girls • Teens

*
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.

*
GIRLS
* SWIM surrs
PRICE
* Girls • Teens

* IA

BOYS SHIRTS
and TEE SHIRTS
REDUCED!
*
BOYS
SHORTS and
SWIM TRUNKS • *
/PRICE
JACK SHIRTS *
$3.98 to $2.50

GIRLS SHOE
Shorts Sots
% PRICE

SPORTS COATSt
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*** THE TINY TOGIZBY ***
305 Main

Fulton

*****************************

For a delightful evening

All Kinds of SANDWICHES.
Fish, Shrimu, Chicken Baskets,

Bottled under tire authority of The Tip Corp. of Maroc&

MOM, MIMI ININIP

Where Else
Can You Buy

MountainD4

gm. 111.111111.

3 Nit/pi

DAR!- CREAM
a wic

op

We also feature all kinds of SUNDAES. SHAKES.
BANANA SPLITS. PARFAIT& - STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE to top off your meal as desert. Make
the DARI CREAM your one stop eating place—
Billy Gilbert, Mgr.

in a Pleasant atmosphere--

Dine by Candlelight at the
Park Terrace and enjoy a

THREE-COURSE DINNER
with a salad from our new salad table.
P. are now serving our delicious homemade rolls at night.
You will enjoy those new features at the Park Terrace!
AFTER
TO FURTHER TOUR EVIIIHKEPE/U
DnrR,
YMEFIT, BROWSE IR OUR

gift antique & home furnishing shop.
THERE ARE MANY NEW AND EXCITING GIFTS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR HOME.
Use Out Lay•A-Irey or Chats. Account.

AO' PHONE 479-2541

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
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Adoption Harder
As Years Go By
Frankfort, Ky. — What do people look for when they
decide to adopt a child? According to evidence in the
Child Welfare Department's review of its adoption record
for the fiscal year ended June 30, they most want
cuddly infants to rear practically from birth.
3 years.
Of a record MO children Inn aged 5 months to
adopted, through the depart-. Richard J. Clendenen, outment's program in the last 12 going commissioner of child
months, 301 were infants under welfare, said these fat ts"Ant
I months and 105 were chik to one of the

1

Ray's

PIT BA! 13 GUM
Custom Barbequing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES

sAmbvricH

SHOP

The 12-month reseed of 41111
.opped the "trims MO of
in is 11111114.8es. There were
in the year 1111123, Irttb• prorious 12
'
'
3
!months, and 181 in 1800-1641,
the first year of the department's operation as u independent agency.
"Besides the special emphasis on adoptions on the part
of the deportment's Bold and
institutional staffs in the last
twelve months," Condones
said, "the time for study of
applicants was shortened to an

Mensbevs and Omits-Turn Outl

CANNON AGENCY
BROADWAY — PHONE: 479-2651
Real Estate — Insurance

FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Pre, estimate en cost ef installlog a new Lennox Gee
Punmet Air Cendlliener, AN Electric Heat•Pump-Illectrie
Piornimes.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON,

PHONE 472-1912

average of 414 meths.
Much has been dose in modi-

fication or removal of certain
arbitrary rules that for many
years have . . . discouraged

SEE THE NEW

persons who want to adoPt
children.
"No longer is a working
mother ruled out as an adopting. parent, for example, nor
are high incomes and spacious
homes considered as main Lac-,
tors?" said Clendenen. "Today
the policy is to look first into
the applicant's qualities of
emotional maturity, genuine
desire tor children, health and
ability to care for them. The
wage-earner might be the better parent, given home within reach of facilities for the
child's development — school,
church, health services."
A special effort last year,
he said, involved the traditionally "hard to place" children—those from 3 years into
their teens, and Negro chil-

This Week
SAT. NITS!
Thursday Nit.
THE
MICKEY COCHRAN
MELODY MEN
and his BLUE ROLLERS

In

for adoption workers—placement of older children.
Previews High 4211 Is 1116244

dren and brother-sister groups
of two or more.
Adoptions of groups tn two
or more from one family accounted for 40 children. There
were 20 of them sibling
groups-18 of two children
'each, two groups efiltree each.
"This is a manlier accomplishment," mil the commissioner's report, "meaning in
this case that 40 children were
thus saved from the ordeal
and perhaps permanent dam-

egnoLasharation...."

50 HP BMW
O00000000
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MAN OH, MAN
Doesn't he look handsome is that new suit?
Well Ma'am....it's not exactly sew
almost the same.

bet

His wardrobe is kept "like sew" with that
amazing
This new 4-6 plow Pannall wraps up any Mg baster
advantages into a medium-priced psalms. Maim
hydraulics,all-hydraulle power stesrlag,pewereldft We.
ailloiont
mt
4
:12
dsip 1:
pendent pto, torque maglifitA
Nat
air cleaner, wide plationi,
rest...incew.'aaM.Iapasswhyaotcp1asM
see the rest in person? R.mss,it's prised to fit pm pocketbook.

Kautax nivisH
Drycleaaiag Process that makes every fiber
look sad feel sew!
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For The

BEST

OR asoRowdr,
AND SMALL AREAS

• LO-COOL for piemmt.Oda
eight-time cooling or
for mazimum cooling • 10POW
TION THBRMOMPATawlemintioally maintains the ilialred eonbit lemi•ADJUSTABLE AIR
DIIIIICTOR allows you to Mathew air straight out for aiazIsom peastratioe or upward at
say aughtto 45 degrees•WASHA11& AIR PILTIR-8,500
BTU COOLING CAPACITY.

LAUNDRY • AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line. Fulton, K
'PHONE. 472-1

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy It

Specially Priced
For This

at

FASHION
JEWELRY

EXCHANGE

82.10 Per Week
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 472-1101
206 Lake St.

Furniture Company

All Itoplw $1

Choice of shredded
foam or chicken
feather filled ... each

SMART SHOPPERS
can't 'Desist our NEW

1700 STORE
INC POWER
We have joined forces with over 1700 other progressive hardware stores who are now co-ownermembers of Cotter & Company, the country's largest
mutual hardware merchandising and distribution organization with over 1700 stores in 36 states.

MEN'S 10c WHITE

Handkerchiefs

1F w
.2 I
Lfts.'

Neatly
*aimed.

DRESS FABRICS

As a member of this gigantic buying group we are
backed by this large-volume, over 1700 store buying
power, which means we buy for less. .. sell to you
for less.

WIDE SHEETING
Snowy white cotton
in full 61-in. width.
69g yard value.

Values to 1.19 in
huge array of new
colon, patterns!

As a locally owned and operated hardware store,
we will continue to give you prompt, courteous
service, in addition to finest quality merchandise at
the lowest prices that volume buying can possibly
offer. This change means that

WE CAN NOW SERVE YOU BETTER...FOR LESS
FULTON HARDWARE &
FURNITURE COMPANY
PHONE 472-1101

For seamless shoots,
draperies . . firm, close
weave .. smooth finish.

Summer and year
'round cottons, rayons,
modern blends. Save!

P.N.HIRSCH & CO

ERMS317

Broadway
South Fulton

Open 9:10 to 1tOS
Men.• Pri.• Sat.
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You emit afford notto
paint atthislowpice!

Kentucky's 1885-88 hunting
doles have been annoueced by
the fish and Wildlife Be.
swiss Department andl,
It's later then you thinks 1111r.
Nimrod.
Squirrels, in fact, beeopne
fair game in only three!weeks.
Kentucky's split squirriel season, unhampered by . tones,
opens on Aug. 14 and continues through Oct. 31' in its
first phase; it reopens on Dec.
1 and continues throughout the
month of December in the second part. Sixteen additional
daY4 were given over tbo the
squirrel hunter by the wildlife commission.
Again this year the liunter
may bag but six squirrels per
day and may' have in his
- possession not more than 12
after two or more days rif
hunting. AU rifles of .313
celiber and above and ail'
shotguns with slugs or buckshot are prohibited. Shotguns
capable of holding more than
three shells are barred.
The 18 additions' days were
added to the lewd phase of
the season as as to benefit
these dm nee dog&
8•11•0011 on Menegement
mem are: Ballard County

through Sept. 28. Beg and
possession limits are four
and eight.

May 1. The limit is one gobbler
per year per. hunter.

TURKEY GOBBLER

A primitive weapons season
in a specified area of Bath
.and !deaths counties was de.
creed again. It will be open

Two 'grins turkey gobbler
seasons we set for the same
12 mew areas in which the
hunts weft held last year. The
spring dates in the 'macular
area will be April 5 through
AuriL39 Womb
Aura 34

maniva WEAPONS

musideionbag Ones end awndelosding WatAtMis —
mitted.
The hunters end the ides
makers apparently were well
satisfied with last year's dove
IleabOns and barrens. The
same repletion geseretly
apply this fall on for lest

•
MI Chianti* Impels Hardtop

o

Here's the biggest paint value ever.;.one you can't afford to
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Coven most surfaces in one coat.

Come In Now—Today! Oat This Greet Vele*,
Phis Other Martin-Sinew Quality Prosiest,.

Phone 472-1533

Chevrehe Beloit Stasi

ft Fides* Wan, straight shift
Sedan, Belt
42 Peiriene
streigfit shift
MI Falsest 24bov, i•opf strafed
shin

.a 'mom cowers'', • la
bitereepler

4! WI Sedan, lkyl. applesesetle
rfl Si atevrelets Bey1 auto.
male. peter

Area; West Kentucky Area;
Central Kentucky Area and
Curtis Gates Lloyd Arm, Aug.
14 throlleh Oct 15.
Rabbit And Quail

etb
PAker'

Commercial Aye,

Kentucky Hunting Dates Are Set;
Squirrel Season Opens On Aug.14

(S) 41 , Paid Sedans, 14IYL

1111 Swish Ware soda% Paver
steering

Traditionally the rebid
quail seeped open on *0 thIrd
Thumbs, in
this year that deg
Os
the 15th. The dosingds has
findnot been set pending
inp of biologists as a result
of popdedoe shades. Tire bag
limit on quell' is 10 with 20
in possessioa alter two or more
days of bedtime aid for rebbiti
It's debt per day With a
possession limit of It Management areas open to quell
are: West Kentucky gind
Dewey Lake Area,
eg
1 opening date Id
date not yet est.
Management wens open to
rabbit hunters are: Atom 1
and 2 of West Keedudd Area,
Dec. 1 through March 15.

(I) If Plymouths i-ayi*-:nele.
. asIs - sedan and raw
OP Cherreist wagon beyi.
•
nude
(I)411 Paid Sedans• 1 strakillet

•

1-setegestis

Sovoral $1111 is US ears

RUMD GROVIII
The grouse season remiss
undianged from last year with
the opening dote being Dee.
1 and continuing throngs Feb.
ft The beg mid possemion
limits are also the some at
four Tor err or ell" la

1110010n. /VW=
wonscoca

Check with WADE FURNITURE for all your Furniture needs and
be sure to see these carpet'pedals. Thew end many more ase cow

Kentucky's woodcock season
opens Nov. le with the upland
game .on for rabbits and
quell end condones through
January &

•veniently display for your selection.

TEAL

•

The experimental tea epaeon opens Sept. 111 and runs

COLOR OLAZIR

WOOL RUGS
SOFT TINTS
Provincial Pink
Medici Blue
Old World Olive
Spanish Geld
Rodbell Red
Antique White

DEEP TONES
Nefitego Green
Brew Olive
Newport likm
Wedgewood Shadow
Turkey Red
Green Gehl

WOOD TONES

RUGS-BUGS-RUGS!
Viscose, Rayon Pile
9x 12 Rubber Base
Choice of Color

$1611

Pecan
Mahogany Tine
Driftwood
lipicaweed
Walnut Tow
FMisread

EXCHANGE
!Wafture Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

01

and up
Variety of Style
and Color
Fulton,IT.

"WADI WITH WADS AND wry

•
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BUSH TRUCKLOAD cutLE
Showboat Spag. Tam. Sce Cheese
#300 Can
Bush Kidnizy-Beans
300 Cá
Showboat Pork & Beans
300 Can
Bush Butter Beans
300 Can
Bush Great Northern Beane 300 Can
Bash Navy Beans
300 Can
Bush Pinto Beans
300 Can
Bush Red Beans
300 Can
Bush Mexican Style Beans 300 Can
Bush Haminy
300 Can
Bush Kraut
#1 Can
Showboat Blackeyes
300 Can
Valley Gem E.J. Peas
300 Can
%
MIX OR MATCH
12 Cans $1.00

01;111k93:9
SWit,

LIPTON TEKV.1Q 43i 0 LIMN WA 15A6
LIPTON INSTANT TEA : 834- STAPU
INSTANT COFFES &Ipso:Iv:Ito,109 0 OLEO
INSTANT PuDpori
:
so*. 15=01
OWOC4141ST coØ41ES: scat,rLT=
:
66

•••

••••M...••••••
•

size
ALL KG

CteNt4

e

TRAM!!

U. S. No. I Washed Rod

STAL Yb OWN OIL (J -4119

FILTER
k.INC SIZE

2?-9

lamill1111P

reCf8 gOnle Gpoith
er

Potatoes
10
lb. bag

79

COIN
29

*
YELL
ONIONS fr
Ain /is

fb
F

STAMPS Win(
colieoi ANA

91_
pocHAst
excl. vidocd•yis

CeCkiPoN) *100 Feet- V,P-

-41-AMPE —
to Puactitsf
milACCor•gi

e trp-0

it-

56 Foe* v,
STAMPS WIN 04)0A1
AN') MECHASE t-7
40" HAM
ttri-

c•gt

Coop°
Dic€ 5o v.
trAM
c"r
Aro .1) HA

4.ot. 6ULF AA)r

Ago kaAcii oM
6 • -)--71

MONPMCN *

FRU! sr- L"145
COGIC"
"
- 5, oz
Breeze 40 ,off 15oz. W/Wash Cloth
29*
'Swan, 100 off 22 oz. Liquid Det.
53*
Dove Liquid, 22 oz.
63*
LI* Soap Bath
2/350
Praise Bath 10* off 2 Bars
350
Lifebucy Bath
2/43*
Lifebuoy Reg.
2/310
Fluffy All 50 off 19 oz.
27*
Condensed All 49 oz.
810
Coldwater All
10* off 32 oz.
690i
Rinso Blue Detergent, 50 off 22 oz. 27#
Silverdust 15 oz. W/Glass
33$
Lux Soap Reg.
3 Bars
350
Lux Liquid, 22 oz.
630
Wisk, Qt
730
Final Touch Fabric Softner, 33 as.
790
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Swift's Or Turner's

R 11111ill

Little Andy

ICE MILK
MILK

3otaln 1.00 OLEO
3 45' COFFEE

Pure Ccme

Limit I Please
it

Carnation Can

Folger's instant

(Tall Size)

5 $1.00
"I69'

STEA

10
It
SUG
Kraft 18 Oz. Jar

Lbs. 111

Philadelphia Cream

GRAPE ALLEY 3
COOKIES
Pkgs. 39c SHRIMP

33c

w $1.00 CHEESE Frozen 80z.
booth readed

Pillsbury Slice & Bake

8 Oz.

49c

It Takes A $10.00 Purchase To Get Both Items Listed With $5.00 Purc
hase.

lin VIM MI MO OM 111N1 II WO OM WI 6116

I

REELFOOT
HOUSER VALLEY

MORTON'S
BOX

SLICED SALT
BACON
2

if Limit 1
IC Please

Plus Quality Stamps

MO ONO NO

us

alte

jUl i

This Ad Good From
Thursday, July 29th
Thru Wednesday,
August 4,
1965.

BOXES

LB.
Plus Quality Stamps.

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

ff your Rua* lam Re inset —
and PLBIITY of it — treat them to
this SPECLU, BUY In choice cuts
the kind E. W. JAMES
& SON Is famous for! They're tender, las%"
sky and
so waste —
ALL
GOOD TASTE! And at this LOW
PWIC, We been a long time shone
so Mae money bas bought so much
eating pleasure. Come choose a SIRLOIN or ROUND STEAK and his
It up this wselmodr

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Mflk Products.

111111= INS N11111

ROUND

U. S. Choice)

SIRLOIN

6 BIG DAYS TO
DO YOUR
SHOPPING.
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantity.

Lb.

FROM OUR KITCHEN

POTATOIES

BANANA PUDDING
ALL MEAT FRANKS
BEAN SALAD
/1 BONE STEAKS u.s.
POTATO SALAD
49c
BOSTON BUTTS
554PORK STEAK
I' 59c
EGGPLANT k 15 PARSNIPS 29c CHICKEN SALAD
39c RANBERRY SAUCElem 33 PORK RIBS
PRELL PEPPERS 5c
small meaty
ik 59c
BUTTER BEANS 49c CABiliti
49c4PORK CUTLETS
10c APPLE ,!nt!.AD
6. 89'
gm
ow
= se an
Roi
ir
tti
ii
50 FREE
100 FREE
50 FREE
Quality Stamps Quality Stamps Quality Stamps
ICE
EG
II GS II CREAM sr CAT
.
FO
OD
a
5c
39c a 1 1/2 GALLON 59C I la OZ. SIZ:AN
100 FREE
50 FREE
50 FREE
I CORN al Salad I TOMATO I
Quality Stamps Quality Stamps Quality Stamps
I MEAL pi bressing I cAIDYP
y5c,:bbrAPc.
. i n 49c 1 4:11.001
lig'Wilasci ppm sr Eli nil sr no noI
100 FREE
100 FREE
E.
100 FREE Quality Stamps
No I
Red

16 Ca.

Armour Star

12 OZ. PKG. 39C

16 OZ.

Choice

PLUS

111 51.19

QUALITY

10LBS69
1

16 OZ

STAMPS

Fresh Lean Pork

CELLO BAG

Nice Tender Lean

"Z.

EACH

ESH

FRESH

EACH

Loan Tendsr

.•

•-•0

GRADE A

With The Purchase
Can Breath Of Spring
AIR FRESHNER

With The Purchase
New Lustre Creme
HAIR SPRAY

With The Purchase
3-7 Oz. Cans Tom's
HOSTESS PEANUTS

DOZEN

-

With The Purchase
Of Any Can
CAR WAX or CAR POLISH

With The Purchase
Can
CRAZY FOAM

With The Purchase
10 Pkgs. Wyier's
DRINK MIX

II

SUN FLOWER

REG. 714 SELLER

I II

MIRACLE WHIP

STOKELrs

QUART

YOU GET MORE WHEN YOU

Quality Stamps
With The Purchase
Gillette
RIGHT GUARD
DEODE RANT

4

a

SHOP AT

Quality Stamps
With The Purchase
Cue Family Size
TOOTH PASTE
With Fluorestln.

SON . . . LOW
—LOW

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS.

With The

W. JAME

7EW

Purchase Johnson's LAbY POWDER..I4 Oz. Size Plast
ic Container

ASMES AND 5

UPER MARKET

